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Guidance for Industry
Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy
Developing Drugs for
Treatment over the Spectrum of Disease

This draft guidance represents the first FDA guidance initially composed by a disease community, with input from industry, sponsors, academia and the Duchenne muscular dystrophy patient community. When finalized, it will represent the Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA’s) current thinking on this topic. It does not create or confer any rights for or on any person and does not operate to bind FDA or the public. You can use an alternative approach if the approach satisfies the requirements of the applicable statutes and regulations. If you want to discuss an alternative approach, contact the FDA staff responsible for implementing this guidance. If you cannot identify the appropriate FDA staff, call the appropriate number listed on the title page of this guidance.

I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this guidance is to assist sponsors in the clinical development of medical products (i.e., human drugs, and therapeutic biological products) for the treatment of Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) over the entire spectrum of the disease.

This guidance is the result of the first collaboration between the FDA and a disease specific community to produce clinical guidance in their respective disease area. The FDA invited the Duchenne community (including patients, parents and caregivers, clinicians, academic experts and industry) to develop the initial draft of this guidance as provided under FDA’s interpretation of Good Guidance Practice provisions. The first iteration of the guidance, together with supporting papers from the working groups that produced it, can be found at [TBA]. Upon receipt of the guidance, the FDA opened a docket and held further meetings with the DMD community and other experts. The current document reflects some revisions based upon regulatory and statutory requirements and more recently published data.

This guidance addresses the FDA’s current thinking regarding the consideration that should be given to the benefit/risk preferences of the DMD community considering the rarity and seriousness of the disease and in light of the lack of current causal treatment options. It also reflects the FDA’s appreciation that the understanding of the natural history of DMD and causes for variability in outcomes has been updated
by recent evidence from patient registries, natural history studies and clinical trial cohorts. It addresses the selection of endpoints for clinical trials in populations with DMD as well as the manner in which disease modification might be demonstrated — and encourages the use and exploration of new biomarkers that could prove supportive of new drug applications, (consistent with FDA’s stated interests in advancing personalized medicine efforts), particularly those with the potential to become surrogate endpoint markers for clinical development. Finally, the guidance discusses possible strategies that companies may pursue to secure one of the FDA’s three pathways for expedited approval (meaning priority review, accelerated approval (based on subpart H provisions)) and prior designations of either breakthrough or fast track), as well as the evidence base required to secure traditional approval.

This guidance is intended to serve as a focus for continued discussions among the FDA, the medical industry, sponsors, academic community, the patient and caregiver community, and the public. The design of clinical trials that are specifically focused on the treatment of patients with Becker muscular dystrophy or any of the other muscular dystrophies is not explicitly discussed, although many of the principles in this guidance will be pertinent to the development of therapies for those conditions.

FDA’s guidance documents, including this guidance, do not establish legally enforceable responsibilities. Instead, guidances describe the Agency's current thinking on a topic and should be viewed only as recommendations, unless specific regulatory or statutory requirements are cited. The use of the word should in Agency guidances means that something is suggested or recommended, but not required.

II. BACKGROUND
Duchenne muscular dystrophy is a genetic disorder characterized by the progressive degeneration and loss of skeletal muscle, the muscles of respiration and the cardiac muscle, primarily in boys — though a small percentage of female carriers may exhibit a range of muscle symptoms from the full Duchenne phenotype to milder skeletal muscle weakness. It is caused by mutations in the DMD gene that prevent the expression of functional dystrophin, an important structural component in muscle tissue. The condition is inherited in an X-linked manner and de novo mutations may occur in people from families without a known family history of the disease. DMD affects approximately 1 in 3,802 to 6,291 live male births worldwide.¹

In association with other proteins, dystrophin protects muscle fibers against the mechanical forces of contraction — in the absence of dystrophin, muscle is prone to damage, deterioration and fibrosis.

Muscle weakness generally becomes apparent in the first few years of life with a delay in motor milestones, and a mean age of walking around 18 months. Progressive muscle weakness leads to a loss of independent ambulation before the
age of thirteen in the absence of disease modifying treatment. In non-ambulatory boys and young men, there is gradual loss of upper limb and neck functions, so that grooming, toileting, bathing, dressing, and eating become impaired or impossible to do perform by oneself — affecting the quality of life of patients, their caregivers and families.

This is accompanied by weakness affecting respiratory muscles and the heart that contributes to decreased respiratory function and cardiomyopathy — with heart disease now being the most common cause of death in boys and young men with DMD.

Over the past decade, patient organizations, academia and industry have worked together to develop several patient registries, disseminate improved standards of care, and explore clinical outcome measures and biomarkers. This experience and data collection has resulted in a greatly improved understanding of the pathogenesis and the natural history of DMD, including factors that may lead to variability in the course of the disease.

Natural history studies have shown that the use of glucocorticoids and the management of spine deformity, pulmonary and cardiac dysfunctions have altered the timing of some of the clinical milestones of the disease. But with limited medical management have come new complications, and quality of life often suffers. For instance, adverse events known to be associated with glucocorticoid usage includes excessive weight gain, growth inhibition, risk of diabetes, behavioral abnormalities, Cushingoid features, change in pubertal progression and cataracts. Of particular concern for the Duchenne community is the issue of weight gain, since DMD is a progressively debilitating disease and weight gain can compound the physical limitations of a dystrophic myopathy.

At the time of writing, there are no FDA-approved DMD-specific therapies — and no way to reverse the underlying condition. Once ambulation or some other functional capacity is lost in an individual with Duchenne muscular dystrophy, it is gone forever. Death can happen without warning, at any moment, even in younger boys.

There is an urgent unmet need to develop new treatments, especially those that address the underlying cause of DMD. While a number of potential therapeutic agents are in or entering clinical development, sponsors need formal guidance on how best to demonstrate a treatment’s effectiveness and safety in this rare disease and what sort of effect would be clinically meaningful to patients and their caregivers.

The FDA has acknowledged the concerns expressed by the DMD community that flexibility be exercised in the review of products for the disease — recognizing that many patients and caregivers are willing to take greater risks for a treatment that may slow clinical deterioration or delay the loss of functional milestones, each of which is clinically meaningful.
When recommending this draft guidance, the Duchenne Community chose to place the topic of benefit/risk assessment at the start of the document, because it was felt that sponsors should be guided by patient and caregiver preferences from the very start of a product’s clinical development program — and that sponsors also need clear guidance from the Agency on how benefit risk assessments contribute to a product’s review process in the specific DMD disease context.

The FDA shares the Duchenne Community’s goal to work with industry to get new therapeutic agents onto the market as rapidly and responsibly as possible. This guidance for industry is but a step towards achieving that goal.

III. BENEFIT/RISK ASSESSMENTS IN DUCHENNE MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
    A. General Comments
The assessment of benefits and risk plays a central role in the FDA review process. In recent years, the FDA has been mandated to make the assessment of benefits and risk more transparent and to better incorporate the perspective of patients and families into the benefit risk assessment. The FDA acknowledges that patients and families are already empowered to play a role in such decision. Specifically, the assessment of benefit and risk is fundamental to decisions made each day by patients and families, in collaboration with their healthcare professionals, about the use of treatments or devices.

To embrace a more patient/family centric approach to benefit-risk, sponsors are advised to quantify the preferences of patients and family members, when feasible. To promote patient-centered drug development, the FDA encourages industry to engage patients and family early in the development of therapy. Partnering with established advocacy efforts can be valuable in understanding the perspectives of patients and their family. Such partnerships can help the FDA better understand the preferences of patients and family members, and can guide the FDA in determining meaningful benefit, risk tolerance, acceptable tradeoffs and preference heterogeneity. The FDA accepts that the assessment of benefit and risk in DMD is complex. Although DMD is a debilitating disease that causes muscular deterioration and loss of function over the lifespan, the window of opportunity for a therapeutic intervention may come years before significant clinical events associated with morbidity and mortality — and yet, the consequences of failing to intervene are clear.

While regulators have traditionally been hesitant to allow risk in a young population, we are aware that parents of this population are willing to accept more uncertainty and take greater risk early on, because of the predictable outcomes in the disease.³ For these reasons, activities with regards to the DMD patient and caregiver perspective should be done in consultation with a broader community rather than the traditional thinking of the community as subjects in a study.
We also appreciate that preferences of patients and caregivers may differ and that preferences may change over time. For progressive debilitating disorders, uncertainty about benefits and risks are weighed against the known implications of not treating. The certainty of disease progression is a compelling concern in the Duchenne benefit risk assessment.4

B. FDA’s approach to benefit risk assessment

Benefit-risk analysis requires evidence on the benefits and risks of the therapy being investigated, an assessment of the certainty of the benefit and risk evidence, evaluation of risk mitigation strategies, and a subjective assessment of meaningful benefit, risk tolerance and an acceptable risk-benefit tradeoff. As the Agency has previously stated, risk-benefit assessments need to be tailored to the population being studied.

As described in the FDA framework, for each decision factor decision-makers consider both the evidence and its uncertainties, and use these to assess the implications of that component on the decision. The decision context combines analysis of the condition and of current treatment options. The analysis of the condition includes the natural course of the disease and its severity, and the assessment of current treatment options describes how well the medical need is met by currently available therapies.

Though this process is informed by data, the ultimate outcome relies on reviewer and Agency judgment as to what levels of risk are acceptable for particular levels of benefit. In recent years, there has been movement at the FDA to better understand patient preferences and to incorporate these in a transparent and scientific way in benefit-risk assessments. This concerns not only how the trial results are interpreted with regard to a regulatory decision, but how a clinical trial is conducted and in endpoint determinations. In addition, the information generated by a sponsor’s clinical development program is also critical for the individual benefit/risk assessments made by the patient and caregivers.

These efforts to understand patient preferences and quantitative trade-offs are important in cases where there are uncertainties over benefit and risk. In other instances where benefits and risks are well characterized, it is frequently qualitatively understood how one might trade a risk for a benefit. Historically, the benefit/risk assessment has attempted to include patient/caregiver priorities predominately through the use of testimony. An important, outstanding question is how well the voice of those giving testimony reflects the perspectives of the broader disorder community.

While FDA encourages direct patient and community engagement with the agency regarding their risk benefit preferences at regulatory hearings and other forums, it is preferable to supplement this with a scientific approach—especially when benefits and risks are uncertain and not treating causes harm. In this way, input that has historically been ad hoc, unstructured narrative that is impossible to quantify or
generalize can be made quantifiable. Rigorous and generalizable approaches to quantifying risk benefit assessment hold weight in regulatory decisions about what constitutes meaningful benefit and acceptable risk, and sponsors should be aware that regulators can best integrate patient/caregiver preferences when those preferences are quantified using robust stated preferences methods. Consistent with FDA’s mandate for more patient-centered regulatory decision-making, the Agency is interested in ways to take these preferences into account in evaluating options for accelerated development and approval of new treatments.

C. Incorporating patient/family preferences
A number of models and approaches have emerged in recent years to facilitate regulatory benefit-risk analysis. These vary from simple graphical techniques to more comprehensive approaches that can be beneficial in the selection, organization, summary, and communication of evidence relevant to benefits and risks analysis. Methods to incorporate patient/family preferences have also emerged and are now frequently found in the literature.

One of the most common approaches to measuring the perspectives of patients and their family are stated-preferences methods. The most commonly applied of these stated-preference approaches is conjoint analysis – a broad class of methods that include discrete-choice experiments. Such approaches aim at documenting acceptable tradeoffs across various risks and benefits. They can also be used to document the underlying heterogeneity of preferences and to cluster individuals into groups with similar preferences.

Duchenne Case Study
A collaborative advocacy/academic partnership demonstrated a community-engaged approach to measure caregiver preferences for potential benefits and risks of emerging therapies for DMD. Caregivers’ treatment preferences were measured using best-worst scaling. Attributes describing potential benefits and risks of emerging DMD therapies were identified through engagement with community stakeholders including advocates, clinicians, and drug developers. The attributes in this preliminary study included muscle function, lifespan, knowledge about the drug, nausea, risk of bleeds, and risk of arrhythmia. The study was implemented through an online survey of DMD caregivers, who were recruited in the US.

DMD caregivers identified moderate benefits of stabilizing or slowing progression of muscle weakness as the most important among experimental attributes (28.7%), followed by risk of heart arrhythmia (22.4%) and risk of bleeds (21.2%). Having additional post approval data (an attribute reflecting uncertainty) was relatively the least important attribute (2.3%). As presented in the study, caregivers were willing to accept a serious risk when balanced with a non-curative treatment, even absent lifespan improvement. In other words, stabilization of the child’s progression was considered a benefit worth a serious risk. However, caregivers indicated a limit to their risk tolerance in that they would not accept a risk of death and a risk of additional lifelong disability for a drug that stopped or slowed progression. This
study highlights the synergistic integration of traditional advocacy methods and scientific approach to quantify benefit-risk preferences.

D. Guidance to Sponsors
Clinical trial sponsors should take patient and/or caregiver preferences and priorities into account when designing clinical trials and when preparing for FDA submission. If relevant preference data does not already exist in the target decision-making population, sponsors should obtain this information. Patient and caregiver preferences may differ, and sponsors should explore the perceptions of the appropriate population(s) depending on the target and clinical trial protocol. Using a robust method to quantify preferences, clinical trial sponsors are encouraged to engage in patient-/community-centered research in preparing for FDA submission, both to inform the FDA benefit risk analysis and to engage a broader constituency in preparation for submissions. The patient-engaged approach should integrate topics (attributes) of importance to patients and families into the stated preferences experiments. Similar to other quantitative methods, stated preferences methods are only indicative of actual decision-making when the experimental attributes are relevant and understandable to individuals who are providing data.

Sponsors should explore risk mitigation strategies and patient/caregiver preferences for these strategies. Risk management and mitigation considers what activities are in place to optimize benefits while limiting the consequences of the risks, such as targeted monitoring, provider education strategies, controlled distribution, and special labeling. Particularly in conditions such as DMD — a pediatric-onset, lifelong disorder -- stakeholder concerns and preferences are relevant for informing the choice of risk-management strategies. Risk management approaches that engage treating clinicians may be particularly relevant for DMD, as a large proportion of the Duchenne population have health care providers that follow their patients for years.

Sponsors should anticipate that appraisals of benefit/risk will change over time due to disease and non-disease related factors, available treatment options, uncertainty, and other contextual influences. The type of benefit about which a patient or parent may be most concerned may vary according to their stage of disease: for instance, slowing the progressive loss of ambulation may be an important preference for the parents of a child who is still able to walk, while a non-ambulant patient may be much more concerned with upper arm function — and maintaining personal care ability. Such ongoing personal benefit-risk assessments make the patient-caregiver community a critical resource to engage in the development of benefit-risk research agenda.

E. Conclusions and special considerations for Duchenne
The FDA understands that communities facing progressive and fatal disorders, especially where there is a lack of effective treatment options, are willing to take greater risks than people with chronic and stable or slowly progressing disorders where there are existing treatments. For progressive disorders, uncertainty about
benefits or potential risk of any therapy must be weighed against the known implication of not treating. This certainty of disease progression without treatment should be included as a compelling harm in the benefit risk assessment. Consequently, the agency is more flexible in situations where there are no, or limited treatments, and more tolerant of uncertainty.

FDA benefit-risk assessment related to treatments for Duchenne will be strongly influenced by well-documented preferences of patients and families. The need to include patient/caregiver preferences is especially compelling for serious, progressive disorders with limited treatment options. Thus, sponsors should provide the FDA with robust data on patient/caregiver preferences. The FDA acknowledges the complexity of DMD and that meaningful benefit/risk tolerance and acceptable tradeoffs may vary across clinical subtypes, across the disease progression and/or as a consequence of preference heterogeneity across patients and caregivers. When possible, a properly designed and powered stated preferences study best provides insight into preference heterogeneity. The agency supports a model where data is collected in collaboration with patient/caregiver advocates or advocacy groups to empower patient communities and ensure meaningful preferences data.

Understanding evidence-based benefit risk preferences permits the Agency to exercise maximum flexibility in allowing accelerated access to therapies with appropriate labeling that clearly addresses uncertainty and describes benefits, side effects, harms to facilitate individual benefit risk choices. Sponsors should be aware that the FDA would consider labels that permit indications to provide access to early adopters of treatment — patients who are highly risk tolerant due to their desire to prevent or delay the loss of critical functional capacity and serious morbidity or mortality. Patients and caregivers, with support from their clinicians, can then make appropriate decisions for themselves with as much information on benefit and risk as available. This approach best meets the needs of the entire Duchenne community—patients, caregivers, clinicians, researchers, and industry—while achieving the FDA mandate to provide access faster for high-need rare disorder communities.

IV. **DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA**

A. **General Comments**

The diagnosis of DMD is usually made by a neuromuscular specialist on the basis of family history, clinical features (delays in reaching developmental milestones and motor difficulties) followed by appropriate laboratory investigations.\(^{23}\)

Guidance published by the American Academy of Pediatrics recommends that all children with motor delay and low muscle tone should initially be screened by measuring the serum creatine phosphokinase (CK) activity, which is significantly elevated in DMD, usually >1000 U/L.\(^{24}\) This should be done irrespective of whether there is a family history of DMD, as about one third of the DMD cases result from spontaneous mutations in the *DMD* gene.\(^{25}\) If serum CK activity is elevated, the
diagnosis of DMD should be confirmed with molecular analysis of the *DMD* gene or by assessment of dystrophin protein expression on muscle biopsy.

*The DMD diagnostic odyssey*

Sponsors should be aware that despite early signs of weakness, there may be significant delays in arriving at a DMD diagnosis because parents do not voice their concerns or local healthcare professionals are not familiar with the disease, resulting in a delay in pursuing testing. The delay can be substantial — one cohort, MD-STARnet—reported a delay of 2.5 years from the time symptoms were first noticed. Another cohort reported that the mean age at diagnosis was 4 years and 10 months (SE 3·9 months, range 16–99 months). Less than a third of the boys in that cohort were diagnosed before the age of 4 years (32%) — many were in school, and their developmental delays had been noted by teachers, but not health professionals. This suggests education of practitioners is key to shortening the diagnostic odyssey (see the American Academy of Pediatrics statement on the childmuscleweakness.org).

There may also be financial barriers to completing a referral to a specialist. In addition, there is lack of uniformity in access or availability of genetic testing that may also contribute somewhat to a delayed diagnosis as well.

Sponsors should be aware, however, that there are a number of initiatives underway to increase awareness among primary clinicians of what steps to take in children with developmental delays.

**B. Diagnostic Laboratory Investigations/Methods for confirming diagnosis**

*Genetic analysis*

In young boys with the clinical features suggestive of DMD and elevated CK, analysis of the *DMD* gene from genomic DNA (such as lymphocyte-derived DNA) is diagnostic in ~95% of cases. Approximately 60% of mutations are large-scale deletions, 5% are duplications, and the remainder, detectable from genomic DNA, are point mutations or small deletions/insertions. The remaining ~5% of mutations are due to intronic mutations that are undetectable by standard genomic analysis but result in altered splicing only detectable by mRNA analysis from muscle tissue. Thus, lack of a detectable DMD gene mutation using standard methodology does not exclude a DMD diagnosis. As discussed in further detail below, muscle biopsy and dystrophin expression analysis remains the gold standard of diagnosis, remaining particularly useful in cases where no mutation was detected by standard clinical molecular diagnostic testing.

The understanding of relationship between the location, type or the size of the mutations in the *DMD* gene and the severity of phenotype is evolving. However, genetic testing in the *DMD* gene can be contrasted to other genotypic tests due to the high probability of finding a mutation and the capacity to predict with a degree of certainty what that functional effect of that mutation will be for dystrophin
production for most cases. DMD overwhelmingly results from mutations predicted to lead to truncated dystrophin protein, with missense mutations in specific functional domains found only rarely. Therefore the common genetic test practice of reporting of ‘variants of uncertain significance’ is rarely used for a patient with Duchenne muscular dystrophy. If a muscle biopsy shows absence of dystrophin, a genetic analysis is considered the standard of care even if the diagnosis made on the basis of protein.

**Methodology**
The quality and type of diagnostic testing may need to be considered in the context of the sponsor’s specific study. There are now a number of established genetic testing techniques, and methods can be expected to continue to evolve. However, for changes in exon copy number (deletions and duplications), any acceptable modern molecular diagnostic method must interrogate all exons to establish completely the extent of the deletion/duplication. Similarly, methods of sequence analysis should provide sequence coverage of the entire coding region in probands. Patients who have been screened with older technologies may need to be re-tested in order to more accurately characterize their mutations.

Testing should be performed at a CLIA (and, potentially, CAP) certified lab (or their equivalent outside of the US) and the results interpreted by a qualified professional.

**Access to genetic testing**
Barriers that limit access to genetic testing exist and these include financial and health care provider education. Partnerships between advocacy and industry can facilitate access to genetic testing [for example: Decode Duchenne program (https://www.duchenneconnect.org/)].

**Dystrophin expression on muscle biopsy as a diagnostic biomarker**
Immunohistochemical, immunofluorescent, or Western blot analysis can show the relative amount of dystrophin in skeletal muscle specimen, and Western blot can reveal its size, helping to distinguish between DMD and milder muscular dystrophy phenotype such as Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD). An amount of dystrophin of less than 3% of normal has been described as consistent with DMD, and greater than 20% as consistent with mild BMD, but as discussed in the Biomarkers section, standardization of dystrophin quantification is challenging, and in current clinical diagnostic practice, dystrophin expression is frequently descriptive or semi-quantitative. BMD is typically caused by in frame DMD mutations resulting in the expression of internally truncated dystrophin proteins. The expression levels and functionality of these different dystrophin proteins vary and contribute to the variable phenotype in BMD yet without a linear correlation between dystrophin levels and phenotype. Correlation of dystrophin amounts with clinical benefit has been seen in female DMD carriers (normal dystrophin) or with the canine dystrophin null model. It is expected that the laboratory will make every effort to maintain good laboratory practice as outlined in the Biomarkers chapter (page 36), section, “The handling of the biopsy.”
C. Newborn screening
Newborn screening has been performed via measurement of CK activity on dried blood spots from neonates, and the ability to use the same blood spot for DMD mutational analysis has recently been shown to be feasible.39

Because of the expected importance of early therapeutic intervention, there is enthusiasm in the community for newborn screening. At the national and international level, it remains under administrative review and there are potential problems to be resolved (ex. non-DMD patients identified, informed consent, cost).

This is something that remains in evolution at the time of drafting this document.

D. The spectrum and clinical classification of dystrophinopathies
The amount and size of dystrophin in the muscle biopsy tends to predict the severity of muscular dystrophy, while genomic analysis also has a high degree of predicted value for disease phenotype. But sponsors should be aware that a molecular diagnosis is not the same as the clinical diagnosis, and does not with a hundred percent certainty determine phenotype.40 Although genomic analysis generally has a high predictive value depending on the mutation, and prognosis based on the open reading frame is usually quite effective at differentiating DMD from BMD, detailed analyses of larger series of BMD patients have documented many apparently out-of-frame mutations where dystrophin production was still seen by various molecular mechanisms. For example, some predicted nonsense mutations are associated with Becker muscular dystrophy, a clinically milder disorder.41

Thus genotype alone does not determine classification in all patients, and although genetic and protein results can make predictions, they do not replace the clinical assessment in determining where a patient is on the spectrum of dystrophin-related muscular dystrophy. Recognizing this spectrum of dystrophinopathies — and heterogeneity in the course of progression — some experts have proposed further sub-categorization of dystrophinopathies to include, for example, an intermediate (IMD) form falling between classic DMD and more severe BMD based upon clinical grounds. While the Agency does not believe these sub-categorizations warrant distinctions in access to new therapies, they may represent a source of heterogeneity that sponsors should take into consideration when conducting clinical trials.

V. THE CURRENT UNDERSTANDING OF THE NATURAL HISTORY OF DUCHENNE MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
A. General comments
The natural history of DMD is much better characterized today than it was ten to twenty years ago, as a consequence of patient registries, natural history studies and data drawn from the placebo arms of industry trials (which have been to shown to
correspond closely to the natural history data). Over the same period, improved medical management has been shown to prolong survival and slightly slow disease progression. Despite this, the unmet medical need and urgency for improved therapies for DMD is profound. Progressive quadripareisis during the first two decades due to dystrophin deficiency and skeletal muscle fiber loss remains the common disease course. Pulmonary insufficiency from skeletal muscle involvement and cardiomyopathy leads to substantially shortened lifespans among patients receiving even optimal care. Sponsors should be aware of how the current understanding of the natural history of DMD provides opportunities for the evaluation of new treatments across the spectrum of the disease.

B. Testing and evaluation across the spectrum of disease
Sponsors should be aware of the variety of testing and evaluation tools that have been used to measure developmental delay, functional loss and other parameters of progression of DMD. The use of these outcome measures in natural history studies and patient registries have helped to better characterize the natural history of the disease.

Beginning in 2010, the International DMD Clinical Outcomes Working Group met on a number of occasions in order to reach international consensus on age-appropriate clinical outcome measures for use in the study of subjects with DMD. In addition to mapping out the outcome measures currently being used, they reviewed data from eight large contemporary cohorts (including more than 1900 subjects across the spectrum of the disease followed over a twenty year period) in order to establish the current expected clinical course of the disease and determine whether data existed to define the relationship between the outcome measures and milestones of disease progression. Where deficiencies and endpoints occurred across the spectrum of disease, working subgroups were formed to work collaboratively to validate new endpoints.

The following schematic, adapted from the proceedings of those meetings, includes a number of outcome measures that are most widely used, and where there is broad scientific consensus regarding their utility in DMD, organized by the age group and disease stage in which they are used. In order for an assessment tool or outcome measure to be included in this schematic, there needed to be consensus that there was a conceptual framework for the endpoints that fit Duchenne dystrophy and data on reliability, concurrent validity, cross validation (with other endpoints), normative ranges, experience with the endpoints and existing longitudinal data in ongoing natural history studies, evidence of responsiveness to a treatment, and clinical meaningfulness. Finally, the tool had to have been successfully implemented in multinational clinical trials. Guidance pertaining to inclusion of specific outcome measures in clinical intervention trials is discussed in Section F (DMD Clinical Trial Designs, Endpoints, and Considerations).
Cardiac MRI is an important emerging measure that has yet to meet all of the criteria to be included in the schematic (similarly, skeletal muscle MRI is a promising measure, described in more detail later in this document).

C. Overview of the Natural History in Duchenne muscular dystrophy
What follows is a brief overview of the current natural history of DMD across the spectrum of disease. Furthermore, while specific functional changes are observed at different ages, it should be emphasized that the disease is due to generalized skeletal muscle involvement and cardiomyopathy and pathological processes involved in DMD are ongoing over the course of a patient’s lifetime — while loss of ambulatory capacity and gross motor functions may be a primary focus in ambulatory boys, neuromuscular deterioration may already be measurable in the upper limb and other muscle groups. Note, the ages are approximations, and the intent is not to create artificial stages of disease.

- Neonates/Infancy: While DMD is rarely diagnosed in infancy, the disease is manifested at birth. Even though some of the infants detected due to family history are sometimes referred to as being asymptomatic, most will still show delayed development if evaluated with tools such as the Griffiths Mental Development Scales, an outcome measure than can be used in the very young (6-
Young children, early ambulant (aged one to 42 months): The development of gross motor milestones is typically slower than in boys without Duchenne, and some children may show signs of delayed language and cognitive impairment. Toddlers and young children may also be scored with developmental outcome measures such as the Bayley-III and Griffith’s Developmental Scales. Gross motor scores were lower in young children with DMD at baseline compared with published controls and revealed a further declining trend at 6 months. Repeated measures analysis over 12 months revealed that gross motor scores declined further at 12 months. Cognitive and language scores were lower at baseline compared with typically developing children and did not change significantly at 6 or 12 months. Fine motor skills, also low at baseline, improved over 1 year.

Young Ambulatory (from four to approximately seven): A period where there may be slower gains in ambulatory function as compared to typically developing children (on 6MWT and 10 meter walk/run tests) and either gains or losses in milestones as noted by endpoints such as the North Star Ambulatory Assessment (NSAA). However, it is important to note that physiologic deterioration is ongoing and boys are increasingly falling behind normative performance levels of their normally functioning peer group.

Late Ambulatory (from approximately seven to thirteen years of age): Generally defined as when individuals begin to suffer a decline in their gross motor functions as well as some pulmonary function parameters, particularly maximal expiratory pressure (MEP) and maximal inspiratory pressure (MIP). During this stage of disease, there is marked progressive loss of muscle fiber in the proximal muscles, growing weakness and the gradual loss of gross motor skills and ambulatory functions (including standing ability, stair climbing and ultimately, the ability to walk). Ankle equinus contractures are the most common skeletal deformity. There is risk of osteopenia and fractures. There is also a comparative loss in height and increased weight gain in comparison their normally functioning peer group.

Early Non-ambulatory (beginning the age when a boy starts using a wheelchair full-time): After boys can no longer walk, there is continued muscular deterioration throughout the upper and lower limbs, and skeletal deformities such as limb contractures and spine deformity may become problematic. Powered mobility is required after loss of ambulation. Postural maintenance and sitting balance is initially intact and progressively lost. There is increasing loss of upper limb function (with decreasing ability to reach overhead, dress, self-feed,
and perform other self-care). There is continued decline in pulmonary function with ultimate need for mechanical cough assistance and progressive risk of nocturnal hypoventilation requiring non-invasive ventilation. Cardiomyopathy is evident by cardiac MRI in virtually all patients and in some patients by cardiac echo. After transition to a wheelchair, patients tend to put on more weight compared to their normally functioning peer group.

- **Late non-ambulatory:** Postural support of the trunk and head support from a seating system is required as well as power recline. Upper extremity function is severely limited to distal fine motor function and tabletop activities. Maintaining computer access is a critical quality of life concern. Virtually all patients benefit from mechanical cough assistance and there is a high risk of nocturnal and daytime hypoventilation requiring non-invasive ventilation. Optimal nutritional management may require gastrostomy tube placement and enteral formula supplementation. There is risk for dysphagia and aspiration. Adequate phonation may become an issue late in the disease course. There may be a larger number of older DMD patients with unmet medical needs. As patients age, respiratory impairment and heart disease (heart failure and conduction abnormalities) are causes of morbidity and, eventually, mortality.

Both progressive limb weakness and decline in pulmonary function are due to skeletal myopathy, however, cardiac deterioration due to progressive cardiomyopathy may not be correlated with skeletal muscle deterioration. With increased lifespan due to effective ventilation interventions, cardiomyopathy has become a more common cause of death among patients with DMD. Cardiomyopathy in DMD does not usually manifest clinically until later phases of disease progression, but is likely present to some degree beginning at birth. However, the concept that cardiac disease develops only later along the spectrum of DMD progression does not appear to be the case — imaging data suggest a proportion of boys already show fibrosis in the heart at ages as young as six.

The loss of clinical milestones is a hallmark of disease progression in DMD. Prior to and after the loss of ambulation, the difficulty performing functions and the loss of milestones, occur in a generally predictable descending order (although there may be some overlap or slight variation in some of the milestones).

**Ambulatory functions and milestones**
- Unable to jump, hop, and run
- Gower’s sign with standing
- Loss of standing from the floor
- Loss of transition from lying supine to sit
- Loss of stair climbing
- Loss of ability to stand from a chair
- Loss of ability to walk independently (defined by inability to perform 10 meter walk/run)
- Loss of standing in place
Non-ambulatory milestones (descending order)

- Loss of ability to reach overhead
- Loss of ability to reach the scalp
- Loss of ability to self-feed without adaptations (hand to mouth)
- Loss of ability to place hands to table top
- Loss of ability to use a computer (distal hand function)

Pulmonary milestones are primarily measured by forced vital capacity, peak cough flow, and maximal static airway pressures (MIP and MEP)) indicating a need for interventions as outlined in the DMD Care Considerations.\(^5^6\)

- \(\leq 50\%\) predicted FVC (cough assistance; monitoring required)
- \(\leq 40\%\) predicted FVC (non-invasive ventilation should be a consideration)
- \(\leq 30\%\) FVC (inability to sustain adequate overnight ventilation without support is likely)
- Maximum expiratory pressure (MEP) \(< 60\) cm water (preoperative training in and postoperative use of manual and assisted cough techniques are necessary)
- Peak cough flow \(< 160\) L/min (manual and mechanically assisted cough techniques necessary)
- MEP \(< 40\) cm water (manual and mechanically assisted cough techniques necessary on a daily basis)

Cardiac milestones

- Normal Ejection fraction (afterload reduction with angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors, or Angiotensin II receptor blockers (ARBs), recommended by some cardiologists)
- \(< 55\%\) Ejection fraction (most would agree that cardiac medications indicated)

**D. How optimal medical management affects the course of DMD**

Sponsors should be aware that current medical management (as depicted in Figure 1) has changed the natural history in DMD affecting the timing of clinically meaningful milestones in individuals with access to high quality care. This has largely been due to the use of glucocorticoids, management of spine deformity, pulmonary management, and cardiac management. The occurrence of contractures may impact mobility and upper limb function and efforts are made to prevent and manage contractures. Despite these interventions, the cardiomyopathy and pulmonary involvement in DMD still leads to substantially shortened lifespan. In the CINRG natural history cohort of 340 subjects followed prospectively from 2006-2011, death occurred in 5% of the cohort (5%) and age at death ranged from 9.9 years to 29.5 years.\(^5^7\)

**Glucocorticoid therapy:** Corticosteroids have had an effect on all-cause survival as well\(^5^8\) (although, their effects on DMD-related heart disease are, however, somewhat
more equivocal). A Cochrane review has also concluded that glucocorticoid corticosteroids improve muscle strength and function over six months to two years. Improvements were seen in time taken to rise from the floor (Gower’s maneuver time), nine meters walking time, four-stair climbing time, the ability to lift weights, leg function grade and forced vital capacity.\textsuperscript{59} In several natural history studies, steroids have been shown to delay the loss of ambulatory milestones, prolonging ambulation by about two to three years over time and delayed losses in upper-limb functioning — so that young men can continue to raise their hand to their mouths and feed themselves for a longer period of time.\textsuperscript{60} Steroids have also affected pulmonary function — young men treated with steroids reach an older age before requiring mechanical cough assistance or non-invasive ventilation as defined by FVC parameters outlined in the DMD care considerations.\textsuperscript{61} However, as previously noted, glucocorticoid therapy also comes with substantial adverse events.

**Contracture management:** While ankle equinus contractures begin in the late ambulatory stage and may contribute to the loss of stair climbing and ambulatory capacity, most lower limb and upper limb contractures occur subsequent to the loss of ambulation.\textsuperscript{62} Approaches to contracture prevention and management have been outlined in the care considerations,\textsuperscript{63} but the efficacy of these approaches has not been established. To the extent that contractures are directly related to antigravity strength (movement against gravity through a full range of motion), and ambulatory capacity, any intervention that maintains strength, function, and upright mobility will likely result in decreased contractures.\textsuperscript{64}

**Spine deformity management:** The incidence of significant scoliosis requiring spinal arthrodesis has changed due to the use of glucocorticoids.\textsuperscript{65} In addition, timely spine surgery for curves > 30-40 degrees has impacted survival.\textsuperscript{66}

**Pulmonary management:** The American Thoracic Society practice parameter\textsuperscript{67} includes recommendations for management of DMD with airway clearance strategies or mechanical cough assistance and non-invasive ventilation. Survival has been most impacted by ventilation — two recent studies have reported that lifespans in Duchenne can be lengthened substantially due to the implementation of non-invasive ventilation.\textsuperscript{68, 69} Consequently, a larger number of young men with DMD are living into their twenties and thirties but often with significant disability. In addition, early death is still commonly observed in individuals with DMD in the early teen years to early 20’s, mostly due to heart problems.

**Cardiac management:** The cardiac management has evolved from treatment of symptomatic heart failure to prevention of progressive ventricular dysfunction with early afterload reduction e.g., angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors, Angiotensin II receptor blockers (ARBs), and beta blockers. ACE inhibitors have impacted positively on survival in young men with DMD-associated clinical cardiomyopathy, by reducing stress on the heart (afterload reduction).\textsuperscript{70} Data are needed on the combined effect of afterload reduction and corticosteroids on the development of ventricular dysfunction. Cardiac conduction abnormalities are
screened for with ECG and Holter monitoring. The use of left ventricular assist devices and cardiac transplantation in DMD is an evolving topic.71

The standard of care received by patients with Duchenne therefore has significant implications on the design of trials in the population, depending upon the outcomes being measured.

E. Heterogeneity in DMD disease progression: Predictability and sources of variability

The goal of therapeutics in DMD is to slow or stabilize disease progression in comparison to that expected by natural history. It should be noted that there is heterogeneity observed among patients in terms of disease progression, as noted in the diagnostics chapter, in that some patients with DMD may experience more aggressive rates of progression than others. The clinical heterogeneity of Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) was once viewed as a major obstacle to the interpretation of therapeutic trials but with an evolution in the understanding of natural history, this may no longer be the case.

Sources of variability
With more data coming from natural history studies and the placebo arms from Duchenne treatment studies, many of the causes for variability in outcomes are becoming clearer. Sponsors should consider taking the following causes of heterogeneity into account when designing their phase II and phase III studies. The following critical elements are at least identifiable and could possibly have a large enough effect size that trial designs should manage them.

• Disease severity / stage of disease
Some variability in future progression is explained on the basis of disease severity, stage of the disease, and known natural history. For example baseline levels of function predict subsequent disease progression in DMD. Higher baseline function or stabilization of baseline function over the short-term is almost always associated with slower long-term decline.72, 73 Lower baseline function may be associated with rapid subsequent decline in ambulatory endpoints when patients have passed critical thresholds of strength and function. Baseline measures of ambulatory capacity have been used to stratify cohorts in DMD trials.

The age at loss of clinically meaningful milestones (a proxy for disease severity) also predicts the age at loss of future milestones. For example, the age at loss of ambulation predicts the age at which subsequent loss of upper limb functions occurs and the age at which critical pulmonary milestones are reached.74 It follows that changes in some clinical outcome measures in response to treatment over the short term, can predict subsequent disease progression years later. This has been demonstrated in children using corticosteroid treatment followed for many years.75

Sponsors should take care to prevent an imbalance in the ages of study participants, which can introduce substantial variability into a trial. It is critical that control and
treatment arms in clinical trials be appropriately matched by age and functional status. Baseline functional performance — in relation to specific endpoints such as 6MWT, or time function tests — should also be taken into account as it does have an impact on the subsequent rate of progression over time.

- Genetic predictors of disease progression
  Mutations within the DMD gene (exon-skippable mutations/deletions or nonsense mutations, deletions, duplications, point mutations) may be associated with an altered course of progression from one another. One study suggests that there is a trend for children with duplication mutations to perform better than the cohort as a whole. Within those with deletions, there are specific subgroups that appear to be different from each other. For instance, there is a trend towards better baselines and less severe decline in progression as measured by 6MWT in boys eligible for skipping of exon-44 when compared to those with boys eligible for skipping at exons 45 and 53. The exact effect size is being determined as this document is being written. With larger cohorts or longer follow-up, differences between subgroups may become significant.

However, while there may be differences between subgroups of patients with specific mutations, the mean 12-month changes in each subgroup falls within a narrow range in comparison to the mean of the whole DMD cohort. Furthermore, it should be recognized that some variability will be present within specific subgroups due to the many sources of heterogeneity listed here.

It is also worth noting that some mutations appear to select for more dystrophin-related abnormalities in non-skeletal muscle causing more pulmonary, cardiac and neurocognitive impairment.

Clinical trials of treatments that are not mutation specific should collect appropriate samples for full genetic analysis. As noted in the diagnostics chapter, some trial participants may need to be rescreened with a technique that provides a complete analysis of the DMD gene (see diagnostics chapter).

- Genetic modifiers
  Genetic screening has identified polymorphisms in other genes that may have altered aspects of the response of muscle to dystrophin deficiency and/or drug treatment (e.g. glucocorticoids). These genetic modifiers may modify the onset, severity, or drug responsiveness of Duchenne muscular dystrophy patients, and are instructive regarding key biochemical pathways involved in muscle damage, repair or response to steroids. They are also important in increasing understanding of factors responsible for patient-patient variability, and could eventually prove helpful in interpreting clinical trial data. Genetic modifier studies, as with most genetic association studies in any human trait, typically require large numbers of patients studied using reliable and sensitive biochemical or clinical outcome measures. Differences in methods of characterizing or categorizing cohorts of
patients, as well as ethnic differences in polymorphism allele frequencies can lead to challenges in statistical analyses and reproducibility of genetic association studies. To date, two potential genetic modifiers have been identified:

Latent TGF-beta-binding protein 4 (LTBP4) polymorphisms: A minor allele present in about thirty percent of the population appears to have a protective effect on ambulation roughly equivalent to the effect of steroid treatment, prolonging ambulation by as much as two years.\(^8^0\)

Secreted phosphoprotein 1 (SPP1 or osteopontin) polymorphisms: In the case of osteopontin, the genetic modifier may actually be modifying patient's responses to corticosteroid management rather than affecting the disease itself directly.\(^8^1\)

There may be other genetic modifiers yet to be identified. However, at the time of writing, data on genetic modifiers comes from small cohorts and the effect sizes are not yet clearly defined. Sponsors should review the most current data on the subject to see whether screening for these genetic modifiers in their clinical trials is advisable, for stratification or planned post-hoc analyses to explain potential causes of variation in the outcomes of patients.

**• Corticosteroid therapy**
There are data to suggest that differences in patterns of steroid use — including whether the patient is on daily versus intermittent regimens, dosage, time on treatment, and possible drug choice (deflazacort or prednisone) — may have variable effects on clinical progression and function.\(^8^2,^8^3\) (Note, at the time of writing, deflazacort is not yet marketed in the US, though some individuals have acquired access to it). Since medical management of DMD with corticosteroids tends to be individualized, differences in side effects between the steroid regimes may also result in differences in how clinicians adjust the dose or in patient/caregiver adherence.\.

Enrollment in the trials should either be restricted or stratified according to harmonized corticosteroid therapy. Historically, six months of stable corticosteroid therapy has been used as inclusion criteria however, sponsors of clinical trials should be aware that some ambulatory boys may continue to have functional improvements beyond six months on corticosteroid treatment.

**• Night splinting, physical therapy, and other standard interventions**
It is important to note that night splinting, physical therapy and other standard of care interventions as described by the DMD Care Considerations are recommended because they are expected to have significant effects on functional performance.\(^9^4\) Significant variability in the course of progression could be introduced depending upon whether or not a person with DMD receives standard of care contracture prevention and management, or is adherent to recommended prevention and management strategies.
Sponsors of clinical trials should make certain that the standards of care are observed at every center that is involved in their studies — including both pulmonary support, night splints and stretching which could make a difference in children’s performance on functional measures. Sponsors should also take note of concurrent complementary therapy study participants may be taking. Some studies are attempting to monitor the family’s adherence to physiotherapy, home stretching and splinting, in an effort to capture these variables for possible post-hoc analyses.

Ideally, sponsors should control for as many of these factors as possible to reduce potential variability in disease course among participants in their clinical trials.

**F. Ongoing natural history study needs**

Given the relentless course of DMD and the difficulty in conducting adequately powered studies in a rare disease, there is need to establish adequate, reliable and well-matched natural history controls that account for known causes in variability of the disease. To be useful for natural history controls, the collection of natural history data must be of a certain rigor to satisfy FDA requirements.

Sponsors should refer to the following three documents for guidance:

- CFR Part 11, Subpart B – Electronic Records
- ICH Guidelines for Good Clinical Practice – Section 4.9 (Records and Reports), and Section 5.5 (Trial Management, Data Handling, and Record Keeping)

**VI. DMD CLINICAL TRIAL DESIGNS, OUTCOME MEASURES AND CONSIDERATIONS**

**A. General Comments**

The purpose of clinical research is to better understand the disease process, natural history, patient experience and current treatment options. In contrast, regulatory guidance for trial designs and outcome measures is intended to serve as an evaluation tool for consistency of assessment of efficacy of new therapeutics in the context of both first and subsequent generation of therapeutics.

Recognizing the need to bring drugs to market efficiently, sponsors are invited to discuss with the FDA how their drug development package can best gain experience and document safety in the different DMD populations, including what studies or programs might be put in place prior to marketing, as well as post-marketing commitments.

**B. Maximizing inclusion of populations in studies**

DMD is a rare disease. In the US, there are approximately only 500 boys born with DMD each year — and the pool of subjects available for each personalized therapy is
smaller still. Very young boys have historically been the under-diagnosed, while the numbers of older non-ambulatory boys and young men who can participate in clinical trials is limited by mobility, burden of participation, lack of experience with endpoints, and death.

Nevertheless, the DMD community has advocated that potential therapies targeting DMD be evaluated across the spectrum of disease. Sponsors are encouraged to study new drugs in different age groups and disease stages in order to gain a better understanding of a potential therapy’s safety and how it might work across the entire spectrum of the disease.

To date, most studies have been performed on ambulatory boys — largely because of the selection of a change in 6MWD as the primary endpoint in clinical trials. Yet there is a strong physiological rationale for the benefit of earlier treatment, as therapies that preserve muscle, in particular, are likely to have the greatest impact on prognosis before muscle health has deteriorated.

Until there is an increase in newborn screening, early detection of very young patients may be complicated; however, this is the population that, in principle, would achieve the greatest benefit from an intervention because they have the least accumulated injury. There are special ethical circumstances that need to be considered in an individual and compassionate way when screening in families at risk — and approximately one third of boys with DMD will represent a new mutation in the dystrophin gene.85

Nevertheless, it is not only possible but also feasible for a sponsor to identify some young patients including neonates in special circumstances. Once there is adequate safety data to move into very young children, we anticipate that sponsors will be compliant with current pediatric regulation to develop a therapy and test it in this population.

Employing overly restrictive entry criteria in a rare disease poses a danger to successful recruitment. Patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy with a wide range of cognitive impairment have been able to participate in clinical trials as long as they can perform the outcome measures.

There is also a need to understand safety and efficacy at later stages of disease — and to see whether treatments that protect skeletal muscle also preserve heart and respiratory function. Demonstrating safety in a broader population would also lend support to a wide labeling for the product.

At present, there is no single instrument that can measure clinical outcomes and is equally sensitive to change across the entire spectrum of DMD over the course of a six to eighteen month study. Sponsors are encouraged to consider the use or validation of instruments that could expand the population (age group/disease status) that can be studied in one setting.
C. Clinical outcome measures and endpoints in DMD
Although to date, most trials in DMD have focused on ambulatory patients, there is broad international consensus on a range of age-appropriate clinical outcome measures that could be considered in the study of subjects with DMD. Clinically meaningful loss of capacity can occur in a number of functional domains that merit consideration as clinical endpoints in a trial. The appropriateness of outcome measures depends on age and functional capacity of study participants, and the mechanism of action of the drug. Sponsors may consider monitoring pulmonary and cardiac status even in younger patients, with outcome measures that are sensitive in younger populations (see discussion below). This may be useful to demonstrate long-term benefit and to anticipate newer, more sensitive measures of cardiac change or pulmonary specific change.

Treatment effects may vary by muscle group depending upon 1) the stage of disease, 2) the differential rate of progression of each muscle group in that stage, 3) the muscle fiber type, 4) the drug’s mechanism of action, 5) the bio-distribution of the drug to different tissues and muscle fiber types, 6) the route of administration, and the medical addressability of the disease itself — there may be a point where a muscle has deteriorated beyond a point at which it can respond to therapy.

Motor Outcome Measures:
Motor outcomes measures exist across the age spectrum of DMD. However, sponsors should consider whether the following age/disease specific outcome measures, which have been used to characterize the natural history of DMD could be adapted for use as clinical endpoints in their development program.

Not all motor endpoints are measuring the same phenomenon. For example, there might be correlation at baseline of, for example, the 6MWT and the TFTs, because 6MWT is an endurance test, and muscle perfusion and metabolism are important in prolonged exercise. However, drugs that might improve muscle perfusion or metabolism could impact the 6MWT while not impacting, in a short term, the TFTs or muscle strength in the short term. Consequently, the selection of a motor endpoint for a specific drug program needs to be based on the mechanism of action of the drug as well as the age appropriateness.

The sponsor will need to ensure that these or similar outcome measures are appropriately validated in the population in which they are studied.

For example, in neonates, infants, and young children up to age 4, developmental scales have been used in DMD, i.e. the Griffiths Scale of Mental Development or the Bayley III Scales of Infant and Toddler Development BSID-III86, 87, 88 Many development scales require formal training and certification on the part of the clinical evaluator. The sponsor should consider the availability of language and country specific validation of each scale in choosing an outcome measure, as well as understand the limitations posed by the end of range effects of each scale.
Developmental scales may also undergo revision over time and may pose additional challenges in interpretation.

For young Ambulatory (from four to approximately seven):

- **The North Star Ambulatory Assessment** is a useful measure of gross motor function in ambulant children from the age of four into adolescence. It was developed with a Duchenne disease progression construct in mind and is reliable, validated against other endpoints and is clinically meaningful.\(^{89,90,91,92,93,94}\) The measure has been shown to be sufficiently responsive to differentiate disease progression in children with DMD on continuous versus intermittent steroids.\(^{95}\) Recent clinical trials using dystrophin restoration strategies have not shown the NSAA to be sufficiently sensitive to changes in disease progression over 48 weeks but it may be considered for longer duration trials.

- **Time to stand from supine** has been used for decades as a clinical trial endpoint in DMD.\(^{96,97,98}\) Loss of standing ability has been shown to be predictive of time to loss of ambulation and time to 10% decline in ambulatory function. (McDonald 2013b) It is reliably obtained in younger DMD subjects\(^99\) and a useful endpoint for younger DMD patients. Limitations include the early loss of the endpoint in many boys with DMD, and reduced sensitivity of the endpoint as defined by the ratio of the minimally clinically important difference (MCID), which is greater than 3 seconds in DMD, to the mean baseline value.\(^{100}\)

- **Time to run / walk 10 meters** is another timed function test used for decades as a clinical trial endpoint in children with DMD ages 4 and older.\(^{101,102,103}\) It is easily obtained in the clinic and reliable in younger children.\(^{104}\) The velocity of the 10 meter run / walk increases in DMD up to age seven but not to the same extent as seen in typically developing children. It is reliably assessed and validated with other endpoints. It is predictive of future loss of ambulation. A change of on the order of several seconds or less has been shown to be clinically meaningful.\(^{105,106}\)

- **Time to climb 4-stairs** is a timed function test that represents stair climbing ability – a clinically meaningful function in and of itself. It has been used as an endpoint in DMD trials for decades.\(^{107,108,109}\) Stair climbing velocity improves up to around age 7 and then declines. It is predictive of loss of stair climbing ability, loss of ambulation and time to 10% decline in ambulatory capacity. Challenges include standardized equipment at multiple sites, sensitivity to small changes and variability that may impact sample size.

- **Myometry** provides quantitative measures of strength and is a biomarker of muscle function. Several measures can be used, including isometric fixed or hand-held devices or fixed isokinetic devices. Manual muscle testing (MMT) was used as the primary outcome measure to demonstrate an effect in the initial prednisone trial, but the outcome measure has a large standard deviation.\(^{110}\) Hand held dynamometry is more practical and continuous variable, whereas quantitative muscle testing (QMT) requires expensive and bulky equipment. The stage of disease and mechanism of action of experimental therapeutic need to be considered for inclusion. MMT appears less sensitive and reliable in comparison
with quantitative myometry. In general, children ages 5 and older may be more reliably assessed with myometry. The two muscle groups most reliably assessed in children with myometry are the knee extensors and elbow flexors. Myometry may be a very appropriate measure of efficacy for agents that increase or preserve muscle mass. In one recent study using a dystrophin restoration strategy in 5-6 year olds showed improved myometry strength values of knee extensors and elbow flexors.

The Late Ambulatory stage (from approximately seven to thirteen years of age):
The 6-minute walk test (6MWT) has been the most commonly used primary outcome measure in clinical development programs at the time this guidance is being written. The 6-minute walk distance (6MWD) is believed to be a global / integrated measure of multiple systems involved in walking in DMD. It correlates with stride length and cadence — validated measures of disease progression in DMD in longitudinal studies of gait pathomechanics. In DMD 6MWD also correlates with quantitative knee extension strength, biomechanical efficiency as measured by the energy expenditure index, community physical activity as measured by the StepWatch™ accelerometer and gross motor skills as measured by the NSAA. In addition, it is a clinically meaningful measure of disease progression and a change of this magnitude also correlates with patient-reported measures of health-related quality of life. A ten percent or greater reduction in ambulatory capacity over 12 months has been associated with future loss of ambulation, time to a persistent 10% reduction in 6MWD has been used an outcome in DMD in one-year.

The 6MWT does have some limitations, however. For instance, in younger ambulant boys with DMD, 6MWT performance may actually improve up until approximately the age of seven and perhaps later with current standard of care treatment. A second challenge to the 6MWT is the floor effect of losing ambulation (defined as inability to walk 10 meters). This is an invariant feature of the disease process. Most studies have included patients who lose ambulation with values for 6MWD imputed as zero. The aggregated data analysis of change in 6MWD is strongly influenced by the inclusion or exclusion of patients who lose ambulation during the trial, which leads to imputed zero values. This impact of loss of ambulation has been seen in larger cohorts over 1-3 years follow-up as well. In addition, the baseline 6MWD, using a cutoff of 350 meters is also associated with a change in 6MWD over one year with 48 week to three-year follow-up. Finally, it may be difficult to routinely perform the 6MWT at all potential clinical trial sites. In such settings, other outcomes, such as rise time from the floor, 10 meter run / walk, time to climb 4 stairs and other measures of functional performance, would be more appropriate in ambulant boys.

North Star Ambulatory Assessment (NSAA): On the new linearized 100-point scale of the North Star an approximate 7 to 9 point change has been deemed to be
the minimal important difference. The challenge is that a recent multicenter trial demonstrated less than a 7-point decline in the linearized NSAA in placebo treated patients over 48 weeks. This may limit the responsiveness of the measure for therapies that stabilize disease progression in 48-week duration trials. Thus, the NSAA may be more useful in trials of longer duration.

Other useful motor outcome measures for late ambulatory populations recently identified include: Time to run / walk 10 meters, time to climb and descend 4-stairs, and more recently identified measures which include time at high step rate and number of high rate steps by accelerometry. Myometry. There has been a concern that lower extremity myometry reaches a floor effect in late ambulatory DMD patients and that upper extremity myometry doesn’t change substantially over 48 weeks. While quantitative knee extension by myometry does change in the late non-ambulant corticosteroid treated DMD patient over 48 weeks by an average of 1.85 pounds, the MCID in the late ambulant DMD population has been shown to be 2.1 to 2.4 pounds. Other muscle groups do not show significant changes in myometry over 48 weeks in the late ambulatory DMD population.

**The non-ambulant population**

This is a population in which outcome measures will need to be validated for future therapeutic trials. A number of instruments are at various stages of development. These include, the Performance of Upper Limb Scale (PUL) which focuses on the continuum of functionality and on basic functional workspace and is an appropriate upper extremity measure PUL; the ‘Motion & Function Assessment Tool’ (MFaST) that uses the Microsoft Kinect Sensor, a low cost method of assessing an individual’s 3-dimensional functional workspace (specifically designed for DMD, with a conceptual framework reflecting the progression of weakness and natural history of functional decline in DMD); quantitative strength testing (pinch test, grip test, elbow extensors, elbow flexors, etc.); quantitative measure of reachable workspace which measures shoulder movement; quantification of elbow, wrist and digit strength movement; the nine-whole peg test, and the Egen classification (EK) scale.

In addition, the Motor Function Measure (MFM), a general scale developed for use across multiple neuromuscular disorders has been used in DMD. Although it is suitable for multicenter trials and has adequate reliability, sponsors should consider if the available data for comparison with other measures, the extent of natural history in DMD compared with other measures, and whether the evidence, which shows its sensitivity to change and correlation with clinical meaningfulness, are acceptable for use.

In short, rather than a defined set of outcome measure that a sponsor must use, there is a large toolbox of potential outcome measures and endpoints from which
sponsors may choose. It is the sponsor’s responsibility to determine the appropriateness of the outcome measure and endpoint for the investigational drug’s mechanism of action, and patient population as measured by age and functional status.

As this is a rapidly evolving area and is continuing to evolve, it is expected that the sponsors will use the most up-to-date available data for any outcome measure to ensure that they are suitable in the relevant DMD population for each trial.

However, there remains a need to develop transitional measures that can serve as a bridge across different age groups, and sponsors are encouraged to work with the FDA, the DMD community and its scientific advisors to develop novel endpoints (see below).

**Pulmonary Outcome Measures and Endpoints**
Pulmonary outcome measures can be divided into measures of strength, clinical measures of restrictive lung disease (which are predictive of the need for pulmonary interventions), and measures of cough function.

- **Measures of strength:** The maximum inspiratory pressure (MIP) and the maximum expiratory pressure (MEP) are standard clinical measures that assess muscle strength. MIP is largely the function of diaphragmatic strength, where MEP is more reflective of the strength of the rectus abdominis and oblique muscles (and to a lesser extent the intercostals). These measures are relatively independent of chest wall compliance and lung function.

- **Clinical measures of restrictive lung disease:** Forced Vital Capacity (FVC) is a global measure of lung function and capacity. In DMD, its clinical utility derives from thresholds of diminished function, which dictate consideration of intervention.

- **Measures of cough function:** Pulmonary management in neuromuscular diseases has largely been driven by findings in more common adult diseases. Measures of cough abilities such as the peak cough flow and peak expiratory flow rate have been used in these other contexts. There are positive data predicting that measuring peak flow is a potentially useful measure that correlates with quality of life in other neuromuscular diseases — although it may be difficult to use across all populations in DMD. It has been used in DMD, but without contemporary published natural history data, and thus could be considered exploratory pulmonary biomarker to measure in DMD. Clinical intervention with mechanical insufflation/exsufflation device use in DMD is driven by a threshold initially identified by clinical experience and reinforced in subsequent consensus statements.\textsuperscript{144, 145, 146}
• Chest wall compliance and intrinsic lung function may impact peak flow measures. Use of concomitant medical therapies, including M-1/E devices and potentially even chest PT may influence peak flow measures. Sponsors should consider these potential confounding influences in measurements of pulmonary endpoints.

**Cardiac Endpoints**
Cardiac measures in DMD are evolving. Historically, echocardiograms have been used to assess heart health in DMD — if the echocardiogram looked normal, it was assumed that the patient with DMD was not at great risk of cardiac events. But echocardiogram is primarily a safety measure. Other measures are needed to monitor treatment response.

Pediatric cardiologists have begun to look at cardio-myopathies with cardiac MRI. In Duchenne, cardiac MRI has been used to show that damage to the heart begins quite early. Myocardial fibrosis may be observed in 17% of 6-7-year old boys with DMD.\(^{147}\)

Selection of cardiac outcome measures for clinical trials is however complicated by the limited natural history data on cardiac disease in Duchenne and the non-linear relationship between decreased cardiac capacity and actual cardiac events.\(^{148}\)

• Traditional echocardiography – measures of LV function (EF, dimensions, volumes) typically remain relatively stable until early teenage years, then begins to decline.
• Cardiac MRI: Measures of wall strain have emerged as earlier markers of cardiac dysfunction in boys with DMD. Declines in these markers can be detected earlier while LVEF by echo are stable. Late gadolinium enhancement to detect areas of cardiac fibrosis has detected subclinical cardiomyopathy in young boys with DMD even earlier than changes in ventricular wall motion or function are detected
• ECG: Abnormalities in ECG also evident much earlier than changes in ventricular function or dimensions as measured by echocardiogram. Whether these ECG changes are harbingers of later cardiac dysfunction or are more independent effects of the dystrophinopathy is not completely understood

At this point in time, given the lack of natural history, there is no justification at present to use any specific cardiac biomarker for accelerated approval because there are no data in a large enough cohort that would give regulators confidence that a shift as a biomarker would predict clinical improvement.

Implications for clinical trial design, sponsors should address:
• Requirements for background prophylactic cardiac medications at baseline
• Careful recording of baseline use and any change during trial
• Recommendations around minimal requirements for cardiac monitoring in trial design
  - SOC echo per care considerations
  - ECGs throughout trial: Corrected QT interval assessments need to be individualized to the MoA of a drug. Sponsors can standardize this with supplying machines and central reading sites and formulate. Depends upon the negotiation with the agency and the MoA. A protein therapeutic may not need it or it may only be useful in older populations.
  - For pharmacological interventions influencing potentially relevant pathways, or dystrophin-restoring therapies (applicable to exon-skipping, etc...) – consider more sensitive measures for detection of earlier declines in cardiac function even if as exploratory measures only (e.g., wall strain measures by cardiac MRI or speckle tracking by echo).

**Patient Reported Outcomes (PROs) in DMD**

A number of PROs with existing longitudinal data have been used or are being evaluated in DMD. However, at the time of writing, none have been validated according to FDA guidance [see Patient-Reported Outcome Measures: Use in Medical Product Development to Support Labeling Claims] that details the methodology in validating PRO instruments in the disease of interest.

Sponsors are encouraged to work with academic and patient communities to develop a PRO, according to FDA guidance (see Guidance for Industry Patient-Reported Outcome Measures: Use in Medical Product Development to Support Labeling Claims), which encompasses as large a spectrum of the DMD population as possible. Health-related quality of life (QOL) instruments that are DMD-specific could also be developed, although if QOL instruments are validated in DMD, it becomes unnecessary. Also, at the time of writing, there are few tools that look at caregiver burden in DMD to address how treatment or lack of treatment affects the family; however, this may be an important area of exploration for a sponsor to consider.

A brief list of the PROs that are closest to being validated:

- The Pediatric Outcome Data Collection Instrument or PODCI, which has several domains that measure functional ability like putting on/off coat.
- PROM
- PedsQL: Note, this scale moves very slowly in time, and may not be suitable for registration studies.
- NM Module
- The NeuroQol contains an extensive set of measures that are validated for neurological disorders. [http://www.neuroqol.org/Pages/default.aspx](http://www.neuroqol.org/Pages/default.aspx)
- PROM for upper limb
Development of Additional Novel Endpoints in DMD

Sponsors looking for novel endpoints in these populations could use standardized instruments that are used to assess function and demonstrate clinical meaningfulness in a variety of tools that may already be used in clinical care.

In addition, sponsors are encouraged to explore novel composite outcomes in development that assess progression of DMD across the spectrum of disease (i.e., combine components of scales such as the NorthStar with upper limb functional measures), similar to the MFM construct, and demonstrate adequate sensitivity to change in DMD.

A number of novel measures of upper limb function could be considered in non-ambulant populations, such as the ‘9-hole peg’ test, which correlates with other measures, finger tapping and pinch/grip strength and the MyoGrip, MyoPinch and MoviPlate as measures of distal function.

For older non-ambulant boys, the case can be made for finger tapping — as a function that allows a young man to control a computer mouse, is a clinically meaningful function. Some of the PRO’s also include measures of distal function. Another exploratory measure being explored in natural history studies is typing time. However, the change in these measures over time is usually slow, and trials may need to follow patients for a long period of time (perhaps in an extension phase of a trial, or as part of a post-marketing commitment).

Figure 2
**D. Clinical Trials**

*Feasibility issues for trials in DMD: The limits of rare disease and medical addressability by endpoint (pool of participants and trial sites)*

Sponsors are encouraged to gather safety and efficacy data of new drugs in DMD patients across the spectrum of disease. Sponsors may choose to develop separate protocols or may consider more novel trial designs encompassing more than one patient segment to collect this data.

**Trial Design**

There is widespread support in the DMD community to move away from placebo-controls. While the most robust data come from placebo-controlled trials, other trial designs without placebo controls may be considered if circumstances warrant.

In such cases, well-matched (age-matched and stage-matched) natural history controls would be acceptable. The challenge is to find those matches for each trial participant, from natural history data. Natural history will very heavily depend upon the standard of care being applied.

A danger, however, is that the likelihood for results that are difficult to interpret with using natural history controls is substantially greater than in randomized placebo controlled trials.

We also recognize that most sponsors are reluctant to pursue prolonged clinical development programs, and there are also concerns about tying up participants in a clinical trial of a product that, in the end, might not be efficacious.

It is the sponsor’s responsibility to be familiar with the most current available data to understand the natural histories in DMD including natural history as it is modified by available therapy, and to update as appropriate for their trial design. We encourage sponsors to discuss any plans to use natural history controls with the agency.

When a placebo-controlled trial is performed, sponsors are encouraged to consider clinical trial designs that increase access to patients across the entire spectrum of disease and that limit exposure to placebo. These designs will vary depending upon the drug’s mechanism of action, and the sensitivity of the specific outcomes being measured.

In addition, the focus on 6MWT as the primary endpoint for studies in DMD has limited the access to and participation in the clinical trial process as sponsors have restricted the inclusion criteria for trials to specific 6MWD ranges likely to decline but not lose ambulation.
Sponsors should use a single primary endpoint in trial designs, along with appropriate secondary endpoints. The primary endpoint may be either a clinical outcome or a pharmacodynamic biomarker depending upon the purpose of the trial.

Categorical endpoints – whilst statistically strong – may not be in the patient-community’s best interest in DMD because the functions lost over the course of a trial are irreversible. Thus, the focus should be on developing more sensitive, dynamic endpoints that are either demonstrated by natural history data to be clinically meaningful or to be surrogate endpoints.

As the leading cause of death in DMD, it is critical that sponsors should consider using appropriate tools to measure safety and efficacy of compounds in the myocardia in all populations with DMD.

**Novel trial designs**
In order to meet the expectation of the DMD community to reduce exposure to placebo, novel trial designs, including for instance, delayed placebo or rapid roll over trials (after patients reach an non-categorical endpoint) should be explored.

One approach to minimize the time off drug in between trials in DMD studies would be to plan to proceed directly from dose escalation studies into clinical efficacy studies once a dose has been selected.

**Studies with more than one experimental therapy**
Guidance on conducting studies with more than one new molecular entity has previously been published [http://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Guidances/UCM236669.pdf].

**Standardization of measurement across trials**
Because of the paucity of data in DMD (and many other) rare diseases, making data that is collected in one trial be available for use in another trial – could be critical for the entire field.

To whatever extent possible, sponsors are encouraged to harmonize how clinical trial outcomes are measured, including, potentially, the frequency with which those measures are used for efficacy – to allow interpretability across trials and across sites. It is understood however, that the ability to do so might be limited by the drug’s mechanism of action and pharmacodynamics.

**Use of biomarkers in DMD trials:**
*As Single Primary Outcome Measures*
The approval of a drug for the treatment of DMD based on the use of a biomarker as a single primary surrogate efficacy measure can be considered under accelerated approval. As described in the biomarkers chapter that follows, at the present time, there is a great deal of research interest in understanding the role of biomarkers in
DMD. Some of these biomarkers appear to be pharmacodynamics markers that may be useful for proof of concept and dose selection. If the effect on a particular biomarker is reasonably likely to predict clinical benefit, the FDA would consider an accelerated approval based on the use of a biomarker as a surrogate outcome measure in DMD (see Subpart H--Accelerated Approval of New Drugs for Serious or Life-Threatening Illnesses and the Guidance Expedited Programs for Serious Conditions--Drugs and Biologics).

Use of Biomarkers as Supportive Secondary Outcome Measures
We are also open to considering the argument that a positive biomarker result (generally included as a secondary outcome measure in a trial) in combination with a positive finding on a primary clinical outcome measure may support a claim of disease modification in DMD. There is widespread evidence-based agreement in the research community that for instance, that the absence of dystrophin is fundamental to the underlying disease process in DMD. The status of approaches to measure it are discussed in the biomarkers section — as are other biomarkers that have potential as surrogate outcome measures such as skeletal muscle MRI. We encourage sponsors to analyze the results of these biomarkers independently with the understanding that these findings will be interpreted in the context of the state of the scientific evidence at the time of a future new drug application or biologics license application submission.

E. Extrapolation:
Extrapolating data of efficacy from one stage of disease to another could depend upon the mechanism of action. However, drugs designed to improve the quality and health of the muscle would be expected to benefit the patients with DMD at any stage of the disease — and thus, it may not be necessary to test a drug at every stage of the disease to justify a broader indication. Nevertheless, having some secondary endpoint data showing an effect in other disease stages could help support a broader indication.

VII. BIOMARKERS IN DUCHENNE MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
   A. General Comments
The FDA shares the Duchenne community's goal to develop biomarkers and surrogate endpoints that could provide very rapid information and data with regard to the signal of a drug and whether there is biological activity that could prove promising in terms of altering the disease course.

Sponsors should be aware that biomarker development is an aspect of DMD that is rapidly evolving. They should consider the inclusion of some of the biomarkers described in this section in their clinical development programs as endpoints or for planned post-hoc analyses, as the findings may help support an NDA for their lead product in development — and by helping move the field forward towards a consensus on the utility of a biomarker — may reduce costs and speed the time required for the development of subsequent products.
This section describes a number of biomarkers that may have prognostic or predictive values (with value in forecasting the patient’s prognosis, or likelihood to benefit from a particular treatment). More attention is given to pharmacodynamic biomarkers, which provide an indication of response after being treated (sometimes in relation to pre-treatment values) — and which may have potential as surrogate endpoint that could substitute for a clinical endpoint.

The prediction is based on epidemiologic data, therapeutic, pathophysiologic or some other scientific evidence. A surrogate endpoint biomarker is intended to substitute for the clinical endpoint. This type of biomarker provides early and accurate prediction of both: a clinical endpoint benefit (or harm or lack of benefit or harm) and the effects of treatment on this biomarker. A ‘holistic evaluation’ of available data (epidemiologic data, data from clinical trials, pathophysiologic or some other scientific evidence) demonstrates that a biomarker can substitute for a clinical endpoint. The designation of surrogate endpoint requires agreement with regulatory authorities.

Surrogate endpoint markers can also be the primary endpoint in ‘adequate and well-controlled studies if there is a well-established relationship between the surrogate marker and clinical outcome then that trial can be used to provide evidence for conventional marketing approval. If on the other hand, there is not a well-established relationship between the surrogate marker and clinical outcome but it is ‘reasonably likely’ to predict a clinical outcome, then a positive effect on the surrogate endpoint could lead to an accelerated approval.

In DMD, biomarkers that faithfully report on both the health and amount of skeletal muscle may potentially be useful at different stages of the clinical trial process as prognostic, predictive, or pharmacodynamic biomarkers.

The chapter is split into two sections: one looking at biomarkers found in muscle tissue. The biopsy-based biomarkers used to date in DMD trials – dystrophin and utrophin – are widely accepted by the scientific field as appropriate pharmacodynamic biomarkers for therapies whose mechanism of action is directed toward their expression, as they may confirm the mechanism of action and be useful for selecting doses in subsequent trials, and (in the case of dystrophin in particular), from natural history studies, it is clear that patients who express dystrophin (BMD) do better than DMD patients, and even DMD patients who express very low dystrophin levels appear to have a slower disease progression. At the time of this writing, data are being analyzed regarding the potential of measures of dystrophin as a predictive and surrogate endpoint that could support applications for one of the expedited approval processes. Biopsy-based biomarkers may nonetheless be unattractive for use in large phase III studies due to the invasive collection method.

The second section looks at less invasive methodologies to measure changes in the muscle and new milieu. Some of these, such as measures of proteins, protein fragments and genetic materials in the blood or urine are exploratory but worth
greater investments due to the ease with which they can be measured. Some imaging techniques are much further along. In particular, the direct imaging of skeletal muscle using MR techniques has the potential to serve as an efficacy-response biomarker and surrogate endpoint.

Sponsors should be aware that scientific consensus regarding the utility of any of the exploratory biomarkers may have been reached since the time of writing — and should discuss this with the FDA. In the meantime, however, evidence of an effect on an exploratory biomarker could provide supportive evidence for a claim of disease modification in an NDA. When combined with some other evidence suggestive of clinical benefit, sponsors could help establish the use of a biomarker as a surrogate endpoint.

B. Muscle Biopsy Biomarkers: Dystrophin And Utrophin

General comments
Dystrophin organizes and stabilizes the sarcolemma to effectively distribute contractile forces and maintain myofiber structural integrity and function. Dystrophin is also a scaffolding protein necessary for the proper localization (and thus function) of signaling molecules such as neuronal Nitric Oxide Synthase (nNOS). The use of dystrophin in muscle as a diagnostic (and prognostic biomarker) has already been discussed in the diagnosis chapter.

The accurate quantification of dystrophin or utrophin in muscle tissue can provide important support for the clinical development of dystrophin- or utrophin-restorative therapies. Evidence of a significant effect on dystrophin levels, for instance, could provide proof of concept that a dystrophin-restorative therapy does in fact increase dystrophin production.

However, to measure either dystrophin or utrophin content in the target muscle accurately, one must first address specimen collection — how the muscles are biopsied. In addition to technical issues related to how the muscle sample is collected and processed, there are considerations regarding the ethics and reliability of the process.

Considerations related to muscle biopsies
Sponsors should be aware of considerations related to the measurement of a biomarker in a muscle biopsy — for instance, interpreting the relative quantification of dystrophin with the tools available today requires pre-treatment/self-patient controls. Sponsors should consider issues related to specimen collection, handling, and laboratory practice and take care to minimize sampling errors.

Ethical concerns of biopsies in children
Sponsors should be aware that there are ethical issues related to performing multiple muscle biopsies in patients with a degenerative neuromuscular disorder. Bearing in mind the invasiveness of the procedure, sponsors should consider whether biopsies are absolutely necessary when planning a clinical trial in order to
minimize their use. If a biopsy is required, the greatest care should be taken make certain that the biopsy provides a useful specimen and that the timing post treatment is appropriate. Trials performing muscle biopsies should commit to timely feedback about the biopsy analysis to the trial participants, and DMD community.

**Criteria of what is an appropriate biopsy for dystrophin or utrophin quantification**

**Site of biopsy/muscle group:** At baseline, the amount of dystrophin varies by donor, mutation, and muscle group. For this reason, baseline muscle biopsies are essential in documenting changes induced by novel therapeutic agents targeting dystrophin or utrophin. Determination of dystrophin or utrophin content depends on the method utilized, and the denominator used (e.g. total protein or RNA content, myofibrillar protein content, unit membrane area). Many DMD patients show revertant fibers (endogenous clonal exon skipping), varying by mutation and muscle group. The biopsy sites should be chosen to maximize the information on dystrophin or utrophin expression pre-and post-treatment.

Note: dystrophin levels vary between different muscle tissues (so ideally the reference healthy sample should be from the same muscle as the trial biopsy).

**The handling of the biopsy:** This methodology represents agreed upon good practice at the time of writing this document. However, sponsors are encouraged to utilize the best current methodology at the time of conducting their trial.154

- Tissues should be flash/snap frozen in isopentane cooled in liquid nitrogen soon after surgery.
- Care should be taken to avoid the use of tissue-embedding media that compromise biochemical analyses involving gel electrophoresis (immunoblots, mass spec).
- Flash-frozen tissues should be stored in pre-chilled (dry ice), small airtight screw top tubes. Hydration of the container (including ice frozen in bottom of tube) may prevent dessication artifact (freeze drying) with extended storage.
- Shipment and transport with temperature monitoring of biopsies from clinical sites to laboratory of analysis. Great care should be made in selecting the courier confirming their expertise in low temperature controlled shipments and have significant demonstrable history of shipping clinical materials.
- Samples must not be allowed to thaw at any point, as freeze-thaw cycles decrease intact dystrophin or utrophin content as an artifact.
- Lab qualification issues: Sponsors should only utilize laboratories that are qualified to handle muscle biopsies.

**Minimizing variability and sampling errors**

- Sponsors should be aware that a potential limitation of muscle biopsies and quantitation of dystrophin or other myofiber proteins can be the age-related
replacement of muscle with variable fibrosis and fat in DMD patients. Dystrophin is only expressed in myofibers, and the gradual age-related loss of myofibers in DMD patient muscle complicates the interpretation of dystrophin rescue. However, the intent of the above-mentioned procedures are to help minimize such complications.

• Some experts have proposed the use of imaging to guide the biopsy to make sure that the specimen contains an adequate sample of myofibers rather than fibrotic tissue.

• Muscle biopsies from both Becker muscular dystrophy and female DMD carrier patients and DMD patients often show variability in expression of dystrophin both in neighboring myofibers, between different regions of the same biopsy, and between different biopsies. Histopathology can also be variable within these same biopsies.

• Therefore, quantification of dystrophin expression in DMD biopsies requires rigorous protocols with adequate controls, extremely careful sample handling, and careful examination of a large number of fields with myofiber counting and grading by experienced pathologists or readers blinded to the treatment assignment of the patients. Similar issues with variability in utrophin staining should also be expected due to differing regions of myofiber regeneration.

• Sponsors should be familiar with the most current methods to minimize variability and sampling errors when evaluating biochemical efficacy in clinical trials.

**Dystrophin Analyses**

**Broadly disseminated techniques**

At present, the two most commonly used methods to quantify dystrophin are immunofluorescence or immunohistochemical analysis and Western Blot. Immunofluorescence can be used to determine the percentage of muscle fibers that express dystrophin and the levels at which dystrophin is expressed in these fibers. Western Blot can show the total amount of dystrophin in the specimen and its size. The methods are complementary and protocols that allow standardization of the methodologies across laboratories have also now been published. While neither technique provides a complete account of dystrophin restoration, both methods can show increases of dystrophin expression over baseline.

**Immunofluorescence or immunohistochemical analysis by type**: many pathology laboratories routinely employ this method. However, the necessary methods to quantitate dystrophin in a manner able to support clinical trials and drug development are not broadly disseminated. *Standardization of immunofluorescence methods across laboratories has not been widely established yet. However, protocols that allow standardization across laboratories have now been published* [Anthony et al, Neurology 2014 TKTK]. The advantage of immunohistochemical methods is that they examine relative levels of dystrophin and correct localization at the sarcolemma. *This method is also more sensitive than*
western blotting. [Publication pending] Immunostaining quantitation of relative dystrophin levels should be done by specific referral laboratories with extensive documented experience with dystrophin quantitation methods and demonstrated reproducibility (intra assay (between sections) of a biopsy and inter assay precision — between experiments).

**Western Blot:** Western Blot is a standard method of quantifying the amount and size of a protein. However, it needs to be recognized that dystrophin is a large molecular weight (427kD), low abundance protein. There are frequently encountered technical challenges with consistency and reliability of multiple steps of the protocol, including solubilization, electrophoresis, transfer (blotting), immunodetection, and quantitation.

Methodology: Protein solubilization. One frequently published method is to use cryosections (lacking any embedding media; 20-50 10 micron) collected in pre-chilled small tubes, with rapid solubilization in low volume high SDS buffer, immediate electrophoresis on gradient Tris-acetate gels, and normalization of dystrophin content to myofiber proteins in the same blots or post-transfer gels.

**Standardization:** Protocols to standardize immunoblotting for dystrophin across laboratories are also published in Anthony et al. [Publication pending]

**Emerging technologies**

**Mass spectrometry:** Mass spectrometry methods show potential advantages of high reliability accuracy, and sensitivity. Mass spectrometry methods typically require the addition of stable isotope labeled peptides to the solubilized human muscle sample. One recently reported exploratory method uses stable isotope labeled mouse muscle mixed with human muscle biopsy samples, leading to highly accurate and reliable quantitation of dystrophin over a large dynamic range. This method requires that the DMD patient dystrophin being analyzed be of a similar molecular weight as normal dystrophin (e.g. this method is not applicable to the mini- or micro-dystrophin constructs utilized in gene therapy approaches).

Benchmarking to immunoblot and immunostaining has been done in pre-clinical trials of exon skipping, and has shown concordance between all methods. The major distinctions are that the reliability of the mass spec method appears considerably better than immunoblotting or immunostaining, due to the many multiple quantitative measures (peptides) per test, and the high resolution and quantitative precision of the mass spectrometers.

Use as a primary dystrophin measure: At the time of writing, there have yet to be published reports using mass spectrometry approaches in the context of a dystrophin replacement clinical trial, which would be necessary to validate the methodology.

**Current limitations for all methods**
All currently used and developed methods allow only relative quantitation and not absolute quantification of dystrophin levels. Since dystrophin levels vary between healthy individuals, using the same control reference sample is necessary to extrapolate relative quantitation.

Reference ranges and outliers
Dystrophin and exon skipping should be compared within an individual using the same muscle groups in a pre and post treatment biopsy. Dystrophin quantification must be done in a blinded manner by comparison to a baseline biopsy in order to be valid.

As methodologies for dystrophin quantitation are refined and widely accepted, it should become feasible for dystrophin quantitation to be presented as a percentage of normal control muscle samples, analyzed in parallel. Sponsors are encouraged to consider methodologies that allow for standardization. Ideally, the percentage of positive fibers as well as the relative dystrophin levels should be assessed.

Use of dystrophin quantification or relative quantification as a biochemical outcome measure
The amount of dystrophin restoration necessary to achieve clinical benefit is unclear at present, and may depend upon the disease stage at treatment initiation and state/health/ fragility of the muscle.

It has been established that dystrophin levels correlate with the prognosis seen in female DMD carriers\(^{158}\) (normal dystrophin\(^{159}\)), and in male Becker muscular dystrophy (abnormal but at least partially functional dystrophin).\(^{160}\) While the amount of dystrophin restoration that can be achieved therapeutically is yet to be seen, the broad consensus is that similar levels of dystrophin restoration would be likely to result in some clinically meaningful benefit. However, the correlation is unlikely to be perfect between what may be seen as a result of therapeutic de novo dystrophin introduced in DMD patients later in life and what has been reported in female carriers and patients BMD, where some dystrophin is present from birth. The therapeutic benefits of dystrophin restoration may depend upon the age at treatment initiation, the health of the muscle in the patient receiving treatment and/or other factors. Nonetheless, in a medically addressable population, some degree of dystrophin restoration is reasonably likely to result in some clinical benefit, although the effect size and timing of clinical response are unclear at the time this guidance is being written.

Utrophin Analysis
The methodologies employed to quantify the expression of utrophin or associated proteins such as the sarcoglycans and nNOSs closely mirror those described above for dystrophin.\(^{161}\) However, utrophin analysis also presents several unique challenges:

• The most significant complication with staining for utrophin changes after therapeutic intervention is the very high level of utrophin staining seen in
DMD and to a lesser extent, Becker biopsies. Most fibers in DMD biopsies will be utrophin positive highlighting the massive number of regenerating fibers seen at any one time within a biopsy. Therefore a combination approach should be considered both quantifying utrophin levels and quantifying the numbers of regenerating fibers. A utrophin modulation approach should at least have the same level of utrophin as the pre-biopsy but the numbers of regenerating fibers decreased over the therapy dosing to confirm the utrophin identified is due to the drug rather than regeneration.

- The utrophin abundance in normal skeletal muscle is 1-2% of dystrophin and therefore may only be useful as a baseline for quantifying fold-increase in response to up regulation therapies.
- The use of normal fetal muscle biopsies available from commercial biobanks will contain significantly more utrophin with most, if not all fibers, positive so can be used as a positive control for staining.
- Expression/purification of recombinant human utrophin is feasible and would support absolute quantification by Western blot against a standard curve. However it is not clear if endogenous and recombinant human utrophin are similarly post-translationally modified, or how any differences in post-translational modification may impact immunoreactivity.
- Utrophin expression is prevalent in regenerating skeletal muscle fibers, the vasculature and nerves of normal skeletal muscle and non-muscle cells of the immune and fibrotic responses to dystrophinopathy, which complicates interpretation of Western Blot analysis. Immunofluorescence analysis can address this issue.
- While Western Blot quantification for upregulation of other DGC components may provide some assurance of utrophin upregulation in skeletal muscle fibers, the utrophin expressed in regenerating fibers interacts with DGC components. Some of the DGCs that interact with utrophin are only present in muscle (e.g. alpha- and gamma-sarcoglycan and nNOS), thus Western Blotting could give information about the muscle-specific DGC.
- At the time of writing, no utrophin-null human tissue is available for background correction either Western Blot or immunofluorescence based quantifications, although the highly restricted localization of utrophin to the neuromuscular and myotendinous junctions, vasculature and nerves of normal muscle leave large regions of muscle sections amenable to background correction.
- It is unknown whether baseline levels of utrophin are stable in the patient, and the available data suggest that it increases with age.\textsuperscript{162}
- Mass spectrometry methods may also be applicable to quantification of utrophin, but at the time of this writing, this work is very preliminary.

**Muscle Biopsy Biomarkers: RT/RNA PCR analysis for exon-skipping detection to confirm mechanism of action in the exon-skipping field**

Duchenne muscular dystrophy is mostly caused by mutations in the \textit{DMD} gene that lead to a reading frame shift and premature translation termination. Antisense
oligonucleotides [AONs] have been designed to promote exon skipping during splicing of dystrophin pre-mRNA, restoring the reading frame and allowing translation of internally truncated, but functional dystrophin protein. A commonly used parameter to assess and compare the efficacy of various antisense molecules is the exon skipping percentage, which is defined as the percentage of transcripts in which the targeted exon is skipped relative to the total number of dystrophin transcripts (skipped vs. non skipped). There appears to be a correlation between exon-skipping percentages and dystrophin restoration, taking into account that quantification by both methods has only been achieved by highly specialized centers. Hence the measurement of exon skipping at the RNA level is an important assessment in verifying AONs’ ability to successfully modify the appropriate gene target. Due to the low abundance of dystrophin mRNA, the efficacy of AONs to induce exon skipping has predominately been assessed at the transcriptional level using the semi-quantitative nested reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) or quantitative PCR (qPCR) with differing protocols and amplification cycles.

Because of the different dynamics of transcripts and proteins, the exon skipping levels may not directly correlate to dystrophin levels. Nevertheless, this is another pharmacodynamic marker that can confirm the whether exon skipping has at least occurred after treatment with AONs. At the time of drafting this document various groups have been investigating to develop a quantitative method to measure exon skipping more accurately.163,164, 165,166

B. Non-Biopsy Based Biomarkers

General comments
This sub-section deals with two classes of exploratory biomarkers, substances that can be measured in the blood and urine, and non-invasive imaging techniques. Both classes of biomarkers in development could have considerable advantages over muscle biopsies in that they sample large groups of muscles, and thus do not suffer from the sampling errors that can be encountered with muscle biopsies, particularly if adequate care is not taken following appropriate procedures. Muscle biopsies are appropriate in circumstances where the goal is to determine if the therapeutic is acting via the intended target mechanism and in circumstances where there is no other manner in which to determine the optimal dosing. While at the time of writing, we recognize that sponsors may need to rely upon established methodologies in their registrational studies, we would also encourage them to explore the use of less invasive biomarkers in their clinical development programs.

Serum and Urine Biomarkers
Sampling blood and urine in DMD may indicate the health and integrity of skeletal muscles. Biomarkers in the blood or urine potentially contain signals coming not only from the affected muscles, but also from other cells involved in response to the muscle damage, including inflammatory cells and motor neurons. The blood and urine biomarkers that are coming from skeletal muscle suffer from the fact that since they reflect the amount of skeletal muscle as well as the health and integrity of
the muscles, they must be corrected for loss of skeletal muscle mass as the disease progresses. The blood biomarkers that have been explored to date include both protein and RNA, while urine biomarkers are primarily metabolites.

**Proteins and protein fragments**

Proteins can be measured by multiple methods for ‘biomarker discovery’ including immunological methods (antibodies), proteomics methods, or aptamer panels (e.g., the SomaLogic Platform). A number of potential protein biomarkers for DMD have been identified in human trials. Some appear to be similar of CK, flagging the deterioration of muscle seen in DMD. But a number of others that may provide additional information (including response to treatment) have recently been identified.

A number of ongoing studies are utilizing the SomaLogic platform, which involves proteomics tools, including modified aptamer protein-binding reagents with high affinity and slow dissociation rates that target thousands of proteins critical to biological functions as well as an assay that can simultaneously identify and quantify proteins across approximately eight logs of concentration in small sample volumes. Since the modified aptamers are composed of DNA, established DNA measurement technologies can be used to quantify them and provide a readout of thousands of proteins from a small amount of biological sample. A potential advantage of the platform is that it samples rare proteins in addition to abundant proteins. Therefore, it may be possible to detect changes in relevant pathways that might be missed by other platforms including proteins that are indicative of denervation that are never seen in the normally functioning peer group.

Another platform under evaluation in Duchenne are Nordic Bioscience’s fibrosis biomarkers assays, which identify specific protein fragments, or ‘neo-epitopes’ produced when proteins are subject to post-translational modifications (PTMs), e.g., cleavage, glycosylation or citrullination, that are related to defined (patho)physiological processes during morphological deterioration. The resulting specificity between the parent protein and the relevant PTM gives rise to modified peptides that are associated with specific (patho)physiological processes in cancer, fibrosis, or neuromuscular degeneration.

Other studies have looked at a range serum or urine protein and protein fragments in DMD include Matrix metallopeptidase 9 (MMP-9) in DMD, fibronectin, muscle protein fragments in serum and urine, succinate in mdx, prostaglandin D2, and 3-methyl-L-histidine. Some proteins may be markers of the disease repair process and tissue remodeling.

At the time of writing this guidance, all of these biomarkers are exploratory, however, sponsors are encouraged to screen for these potential biomarkers in longitudinal studies. With such data, the potential utility of some of these markers to monitor treatment response may become more apparent.
MicroRNAs

MicroRNAs (miRs) are short (~22 nucleotide) RNA molecules that function in the post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression by inducing mRNA degradation or translational inhibition. A set of miRs, called dystromirs\textsuperscript{179, 180, 181} have been identified in the serum of Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) patients, as well as that of that of DMD animal models, at copy numbers that are significantly different from healthy subjects or control animals. Dystromirs may have advantages over proteins or metabolites as serum biomarkers. Quantitative RT-PCR serves as a rapid, sensitive and accurate method of detection of these small RNA molecules. Since they may be actively exported from muscle cells, serum levels of dystromirs could be less sensitive to the effects of physical activity than CK. At the time of writing, further data are required in longitudinal treatment studies to determine whether dystromirs would be effective tools in monitoring response to treatment.

Recommendations regarding serum and urine biomarkers:
Sponsors should endeavor to collect serum and urine specimens at time points during the trials with the appropriate ethical agreement for use in future biomarker development as research materials. Potentially any samples eventually identified to be samples from the placebo group could be biobanked and be made available to assist other entities developing new biomarkers.

Imaging modalities

An inherent deficit in dystrophin-deficient muscle is increased membrane fragility that renders dystrophic muscle more susceptible to contraction-induced injury.\textsuperscript{182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189} Dystrophic skeletal muscle in humans undergoes repeated cycles of muscle fiber injury, degeneration, and regeneration. The pathological progression of DMD includes increased sarcolemmal permeability, muscle inflammation, and ultimately myofibers are progressively replaced by fat and connective tissue. The pathological progression is relentless but highly variable within and across individuals, both spatially and temporally, with some muscle groups rapidly progressing while others are relatively preserved late in the disease. Imaging this progressive replacement of muscle with fat and fibrosis can assess the current status of the patient, and when combined with natural history data on the rate of progression of muscle replacement, imaging can allow assessment of the impact of interventions.

Ultrasound (US) is a non-invasive imaging technique that can provide rapid anatomical and functional measurement of human tissue, and places low demand on the subject.\textsuperscript{190} As such it is well suited for pediatric imaging. US imaging has been extensively applied to investigate cardiac abnormalities associated with DMD. Muscle atrophy and intramuscular fibrosis and fatty infiltration can be visualized using US of skeletal muscle.\textsuperscript{191, 192} US density analysis of skeletal muscle provides a sensitive method for distinguishing between healthy children and children with neuromuscular disorders.\textsuperscript{193} Quantitative muscle ultrasound has been applied to study DMD by quantifying echo intensity and muscle thickness. A significant increase of echo intensity with age, reflecting increasing dystrophic muscle changes,
was observed. This increase was related to ambulatory status, functional grading, muscle strength and motor ability.\textsuperscript{194}

**Electrical impedance myography (EIM),** provides a non-invasive approach for quantifying tissue composition and compartmentation and as such has relevance for assessment of neuromuscular disease pathology. EIM 50 kHz phase measurements have been reported to correlate well with standard functional measures in DMD; NorthStar Ambulatory Assessment test ($R = 0.83$, $p = 0.02$).\textsuperscript{195}

**DEXA** is a technique that can be used to estimate body composition including bone mineral density and body lean soft tissue and indirectly provides an estimate of fat content. Studies of DEXA in DMD subjects have found decreased regional lean mass, increased regional fat mass, and decreased strength — but DEXA cannot distinguish between muscle and fibrosis.\textsuperscript{196} Nevertheless, there may be a role for DEXA to help normalize muscle mass for the accurate measurement of serum biomarkers.

**MRI and MRS,** magnetic resonance imaging and spectroscopy, provide the most detailed and quantitative information as to the status of individual skeletal muscles. Healthy muscle can be distinguished from diseased muscle, and the infiltration of fat and fibrosis can be monitored and quantified. The primary limitation of MR approaches is that they are costly and the evaluation is time consuming, as compared to other imaging approaches. Nonetheless, the power of MRI/MRS will make it increasingly important for DMD studies. Combining MR with more frequent follow-ups using less expensive approaches such as ultrasound or EIM may ultimately provide the best compromise.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the modality of choice when high-resolution/high contrast images of soft tissue are demanded. MRI is a non-invasive technique that does not use ionizing radiation, provides outstanding volumetric coverage of tissue, instruments are widely available, and the technique can be run quantitatively and standardized across sites.\textsuperscript{197} Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) is a class of techniques used to measure the biochemical properties of tissue. The fundamental hardware required for MRS is identical to that used in MRI, which makes MRS a high-value ancillary study to MRI. A fundamental strength of MRS is the increased specificity for measurement of distinct tissue constituents. An example relevant to DMD is the high-fidelity separation of tissue water and fat signals, which typically co-contribute to standard MRI signals collected from skeletal muscle of DMD individuals. MRS techniques have been applied to investigate cellular metabolites typically using the most abundant magnetic isotopes of hydrogen ($^1$H), carbon ($^{13}$C), and phosphorus ($^{31}$P). MRS has been used to improve diagnosis, to better define the natural history of a disease process, and in some studies to monitor the response to therapy.\textsuperscript{198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207}

While most MRI/MRS investigations of DMD skeletal muscle have focused on the lower extremities, investigation of shoulder and upper extremity muscle is also feasible and underway.\textsuperscript{208, 209} Finally, the fact that that MRI/MRS measures are obtained with the subject at rest, greatly reduces the impact of motivational issues
that confound many functional measures. Taken together, these attributes make MRI/MRS attractive techniques for longitudinal investigations of rare disease in human pediatric subjects.

**MRI/MRS: Emerging Biomarkers of Human muscular dystrophy Pathology**

Numerous studies have demonstrated the ability of MRI to detect alterations in skeletal muscle structure in patients with muscular dystrophy. Indeed, due to its excellent soft tissue 3D imaging capability and the ability to perform longitudinal measures of muscle mass, MRI has been used in clinical trials to quantify changes in skeletal muscle volume following treatment with, either a neutralizing antibody to myostatin or following myoblast transplants. However, most MRI investigations have relied on T1-weighted images and the contrast generated by fatty tissue infiltration to visualize the pattern of muscle involvement in muscular dystrophy patients. Radiologists have developed a four-point grading system to categorize disease severity, based on visual inspection of fatty tissue infiltration. This strategy was recently used to screen DMD subjects prior to injection with antisense oligonucleotides. However, few MR studies have presented a robust quantitative approach to monitor disease progression in DMD, limiting the viability of MR as a sensitive surrogate outcome measure for clinical trials.

Spectroscopy and spectroscopic imaging have been well established as noninvasive quantitative biochemical assays. A number of studies have found strong correlations between intramuscular lipids and measures of functional ability. A recent study evaluated the effects of corticosteroid initiation in in DMD steroid naive patients using MRI/MRS found a significant decrease in T2 (the transverse relaxation time constant) that occurred prior to any measureable functional improvements. This suggests that MRI/MRS responses to therapies may be more sensitive to treatment effects and may even be predictive of future functional improvements.

**MR Imaging of Inflammation**

MR imaging strategies are also sensitive to muscle inflammation regions of increased signal intensity in muscles of young boys with DMD in the absence of fatty tissue infiltration. This finding is consistent with inflammation occurring early in DMD, prior to the loss in contractile tissue and accumulation of fatty tissue. The importance of inflammation in DMD is further supported by the 100 fold higher serum levels of TNF-α that is detectable in boys with DMD compared to controls (27.8 ng/L vs. 0.27 ng/L). Changes in the serum levels of TNF-α with age are consistent with the observations that muscle expression of TNF-α and IL-6 decreases with age. A direct relationship between inflammatory markers (serum and tissue) and hyper intensity observed on STIR images has been documented in FSHD.

Another MR imaging modality, Na+ imaging, showed that areas of hyper intensity on STIR images from skeletal muscle in DMD subjects are directly related to muscle
edema.\textsuperscript{249} Taken together, these findings indicate that MR sequences may be sensitive to early inflammation in the dystrophies.

Other investigations have focused on imaging strategies that are sensitive to muscle damage and inflammation to visualize dystrophic lesions, which may be particularly important in younger boys with DMD. Using short-tau inversion recovery (STIR) sequences, it is possible to identify regions of increased signal intensity or muscle inflammation in dystrophic muscles of young boys with DMD in the absence of fatty tissue infiltration. T\textsubscript{2} weighted imaging has been implemented to visualize dystrophic lesions and found increased signal intensity in both young and older ambulatory boys with DMD, with muscle regions of elevated T\textsubscript{2} ranging from 1\% to 94\%. The most challenging part in implementing magnetic resonance to characterize dystrophic human muscle lies in the assessment of muscle damage/inflammation, in the presence of large amounts of fatty tissue infiltration. However, the ability to monitor muscle damage \textit{in vivo} is extremely important, since the primary target of most gene therapy or pharmaceutical interventions is the restoration of the expression of structural proteins and normal sarcolemmal integrity. Preliminary data in both murine models of muscular dystrophy and boys with DMD demonstrate the feasibility of implementing T\textsubscript{2} weighted imaging and \textsuperscript{1}H-spectroscopic relaxometry to study dystrophic muscle.

\textbf{MR Imaging of Fibrosis}

A significant challenge for MR and other noninvasive imaging modalities is the quantification of fibrosis. The observed MR signal intensity associated with fibrosis undergoes a characteristic rapid decay due to the extremely short T\textsubscript{2}s of water molecules associated with collagen.

Cardiac MRI studies in DMD subjects have reported an age related decrease in myocardial T\textsubscript{2} compared to controls\textsuperscript{250, 251} and an increase in myocardial T\textsubscript{2} heterogeneity\textsuperscript{252}. Similar results have been observed in animal models with diabetic induced cardiac fibrosis.\textsuperscript{253, 254} The decreased T\textsubscript{2} has been hypothesized to represent an increased fraction of water molecules "bound" to collagen and other fibrotic tissue. Similarly, MRS relaxometry data acquired in the parent project show an age dependent decrease in muscle water T\textsubscript{2} in both calf and thigh skeletal muscles in boys with DMD, but not healthy controls. This decrease in T\textsubscript{2} is typically masked in skeletal muscle imaging by the large amounts of fatty tissue deposition (preliminary results).

\textbf{MRI/MRS: Role in Clinical Trials}

Numerous studies have now shown the ability of MRI/MRS to visualize structural alterations in skeletal muscle of patients with muscular dystrophy\textsuperscript{255, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260} yet MR has been incorporated in only a handful of DMD clinical trials. However, the emerging data supports a much-expanded future utilization of MR imaging in DMD trials. Since MRI/MRS outcomes faithfully report on both the health and amount of skeletal muscle, they can potentially be used at different stages of the clinical trial process as prognostic, predictive, or pharmacodynamics biomarkers.
Combining MR/MRS outcome measures with functional outcomes in treatment trials could lead to the demonstration that MRI/MRS measures can serve as an efficacy-response biomarkers and surrogate endpoints to accelerate clinical development.

IX. CONCLUSION

We believe that DMD would be an appropriate indication to use some of the more flexible measures for a regulatory filing as set forth in FDASIA. These measures have recently (in 2014) been described, in Guidance for Industry: Expedited Programs for Serious Conditions – Drugs and Biologics.

In the case of DMD, at the time of writing, sponsors may take one of several approaches towards an expedited approval pathway. For instance, clear evidence of a response to treatment in certain biomarkers — such as evidence of dystrophin where previously there was none, or evidence of a change in the health or rate of deterioration of skeletal muscle on MRI/MRS — could be supportive of accelerated approval for a product — particularly if combined with intermediate clinical endpoint data, or, potentially, PRO data suggesting that trial participant’s have experienced meaningful clinical benefit.

Similarly, preliminary evidence of early clinical benefit — such as a significant change in time to function tests or 6MWT — could merit a breakthrough designation for a product. Sponsors are, however, encouraged to include exploratory biomarker measures as secondary endpoints in their trials as well, in order to foster biomarker discovery and to increase the database to support the use of those markers as pharmacodynamic or surrogate endpoints in future trials.
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